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“I do not understand literary polemics

Nor do I’ve niceties”

(The Night of Nectar by Devarakonda Balagangadhara Tilak,

Translated by B. Indira, Sahitya Akademi Publisher (2012), #57, p.137.
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Introduction

Poetry has a distinct, yet mystical way of synthesizing our 
global hemisphere, regardless of our menu of occupations, 
abode, and life styles. Be it a quantum leap in cyber space, 
the volatility of wars among nations, the obtuse crises in the 
Middle East, the unending search for freedom and safety of 
refugees leaping into European countries, or the unequivocal 
call for human rights wherever abuse stares you in the face. 
Or climate change and environmental de facto protection. 
Poetry as self-expression exudes a certain gratification of 
the mind, body and soul from the inside out. And vice versa. 
Poetry clutches like a cohort, merging elements of nature – 
earth, air, fire, water and sky. It is with this poetry bandwidth 
in mind that this book, Searching for You, A Collection of 
Tetractys and Fibonacci Poems, is presented for readers of all 
ages.

This book emerges in the wake of my debut publication of 
Watching You, A Collection of Tetractys Poems, with a fibonacci 
kinship of mathematical constructs and constraints, equally 
challenging and formidably daunting as the tetractys poems. 
Mathematics, in its broadest spectrum, is a key ingredient 
that makes the world go round. History tells us so. In poetry, 
mathematics elevates the elegance of a poem by garnishing 
its imagery. According to G.H.Hardy (from A Mathematician’s 
Apology -https://www.math.washington.edu/~greenber/
MathPoet.html):

https://www.math.washington.edu/~greenber/MathPoet.html
https://www.math.washington.edu/~greenber/MathPoet.html
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“The mathematician’s patterns, like the painter’s or the poet’s 
must be beautiful; the ideas, like the colors or the words must 
fit together in a harmonious way. Beauty is the first test. There 
is no permanent place in this world for ugly mathematics.” 
In this ambience, a corpus of 125 tetractys poems and 75 
fibonacci poems nested this book title: Searching for You.

The tetractys poem is considered a modern poetry form, 
credited in its creative structure by a British lecturer in 
Further Education and poet named Ray Stebbing, living in 
London, England, in the late twentieth century. He created 
a syllabic format of poetry based on a unique numbering 
arrangement in the form of a mathematical Pythagoras 
theorem. This poetry format was a derivative from Euclid, 
a mathematician of medieval times, who thought that the 
numbering series of 1+2+3+4 had a mystical significance, 
since the summation equals 10, a number entrenched in 
the Pythagorean life-style. Euclid gave the series the name 
tetractys. And Ray Stebbing formatted the syllabic count to 
create the tetractys poem. He postulated that the tetractys 
should express a complete thought, whether it be witty, wise, 
profound or comic within a frame structure of five lines, 
with an aggregate of twenty syllables. The tetractys or decad 
when arranged in four rows creates a triangular figure, which 
symbolizes harmony of the spheres and cosmos (http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetractys).

The tetractys structure is like this:

line 1 - 1 syllable

line 2 - 2 syllables

line 3 - 3 syllables

line 4 - 4 syllables

line 5 - 10 syllables.
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Add the number of syllables. Total = 20.

An example- # 11

Time

Time
you have
no patience
please wait for me
I cannot live without following you.

“A tetractys can have more than one stanza. But all new 
stanzas must have an inverted syllable count. There is no 
limit to the number of stanzas” (http://www.poetrydances.
com/tetractys.php). And if the reader follows the pattern or 
formation of the five line, it will be seen that the poem takes 
a mathematical shape of a triangle. However, if a reverse 
tetractys verse continues the train of specific thought, the 
poem will now take the shape of a diamond. The style is 
simply unusual and distinctive.

In the depth of creation of the tetractys poem, there is a 
quality of imagery, sometimes hinted with a dribble of rhyme 
and alliteration, and a certain rhythm to stir the emotional 
rhapsody of the reader. However, there is no particular genre 
of fluid thought ordered in this collection of poems – of love, 
hate, anger, joy, sorrow or sadness. Instead, the poems are 
spread out in a broad canvas to capture the nature of things 
cosmic, comic and even metaphysical at times. Sometimes I 
venture to return to my roots, play with distance and time, 
even listen to human struggles far beyond visual attachment.
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The Fibonacci poem is a math-based construct, with a 
numbering sequence constraint similar to, yet different from, 
the tetractys line count. Whereas the tetractys is restricted 
to five lines and a summation of 20 syllables, the Fibonacci 
numbering sequence has six lines (but can be continued) and 
the syllabic count is 20 syllables (and can be continued). The 
Fibonacci sequence was given popular attention as recent as 
2006 by Gregory K. Pincus, a Los Angeles based screen writer 
and children’s book author. He encouraged readers to write 
fib poems in his blog, using the six-line Fibonacci sequence 
numbering limitation. The response was favourable. And 
Fibonacci poems have continued in interest and popularity in 
the same bundle with tetractys, haiku, senryu, and cinquain, 
etc. among short-form poetry writers (http://www.nytimes.
com/2006/04/14/books/14fibo.html?_r=0).

The Fibonacci poem numbering sequence is:

1+1+2+3+5+8 = 20

Each line is the summation of the two preceding lines. “As 
a literary device, it is used as a formatted pattern in which 
one can offer meaning in any organized way, providing the 
number sequence remains the constancy of the form.” (http://
www.musepiepress.com/fibreview/)

As this poem # 126:

Searching for You

I
look
for you
everywhere
no distance behind
searching for you is my life dream.

http://www.musepiepress.com/fibreview/
http://www.musepiepress.com/fibreview/
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Fibonacci is the name referring to “the most talented Western 
mathematician of the Middle Ages” (https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Fibonacci) : Leonardo Bonacci (c. 1170- c.1250). He had a 
unique fascination for numbers and visualized things of nature 
– of plants and animals – as having a certain relationship 
with the numbering system. In his sojourn in Middle Eastern 
countries and in Algeria, he ardently studied the ancient 
Hindu-Arabic numerical system and later developed the 
Fibonacci sequence and its relationship to nature.

This relationship between the Fibonacci numbering sequence 
and nature became a mystery in modern society. In the 
most uncanny of places the numbering sequence appears 
as if mathematics holds a secret with nature. In her book, 
Growing Patterns: Fibonacci Numbers in Nature (2010), Sarah 
C. Campbell aptly remarks:

“What’s the mystery? The pattern crops up in the most 
unexpected places. You’ll find it in the disk of a sunflower, 
the skin of a pineapple, and the spiral of a nautilus shell. No 
one knows how nature came up with the sequence.”(https://
www.goodreads.com/book/show/7770232-growing-patterns)

As for Leonardo Fibonacci, who was pouted upon as a 
“blockhead” and a “smart cookie”, he used analogies of nature 
to order the universe in mathematical problem-solving. (http://
www.amazon.ca/Blockhead-Life-Fibonacci-Joseph-DAgnese/
dp/0805063056)

As for myself (Leonard Dabydeen), I was enamoured by the 
challenge of Pincus in creating the format of the Fibonacci 
poem.

(http://www.nytimes.com/2006/04/14/books/14fibo.
html?_r=0)
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More so, I am awed by the fact that if you slice any fruit or 
vegetable, you are likely to find that the number of sections 
relate to a number in the Fibonacci sequence. Petals of flowers 
also follow this pattern:

Lilies = 3

Buttercups = 5

Delphiniums = 8

Marigolds = 13

Through social media, on the internet, including blogs, the 
web, facebook and professional groups such as linked in, an 
array of poetry audience with rich and flavoured international 
background, whispered a thought or two on my postings 
of tetractys and fibonacci poems. In many ways they have 
motivated me in the writing of this book, Searching for You, 
A Collection of Tetractys and Fibonacci Poems. On the web 
forum, www.poemhunter.com, Canadian Stefanie Honker 
declared that the tetractys poem is an “interesting choice 
of form”, Professor Indira Babbellapati of Andhra University, 
Visakhapatnam, India, declared the short expression of 
thought is “a dream experience”, Tony Garcia of Temple City, 
U.S.A. concluded “I like how you went about posting this”, 
Yoonoos Peerbocus of Coromandel, Mauritius expressed his 
thoughts on the poem, Coming Home, that “the title bears a 
metaphysical connotation”, and Marieta Maglas of Romania 
declared, “a great choice of words and a very unique writing 
style”, on the poem, Dreams, freelance writer and poet, 
Mamta Agarwal, India, said it is full of “vivid imagery . . . leo, 
so much captured in a few lines. Beautifully penned”, and 
published and celebrated poet, Mydavolu V. Sathyanarayana 
of Nelore, India, described my poem, I Have No Enemies as 
“a perfect etheree  . . . meaningfull poem”. Of the Fibonacci 
poems, author and publisher, Ramesh T.A. commented that 
the poem, Snow, was “nice to read”
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(www.poetfreak.com). Marie Shine on Facebook commented 
on the poem, Night & Wind : “Love the layout of the Fibonacci, 
Leonard! You have turned just 20 syllables into a resplendent, 
thought provoking gem, excellently expressed and like 
the true artist that you are, the visual detail is fantastic! 
I love this poem very much and have so enjoyed reading 
it. Thank you for sharing!” More comments were made 
of my fib poems on http://poetry.forfreaks.com/search.
htm?type=5&query=Leonard%20Dabydeen.

I am a Guyanese-born Canadian. My early growing up years 
were spent in a small, rural sugar plantation district in Canje, 
in the County of Berbice, Guyana, South America. I became 
a Government-trained teacher in 1971, and later secured the 
status of Headmaster and then Lecturer at the Government 
Teachers’ Training College. I graduated from the University of 
Guyana in 1978 with a Bachelor of Education degree. I arrived in 
Canada in 1983 and spent several years in managerial positions 
in the retail and manufacturing industries, before pursuing a 
career in legal services as a licensed Paralegal with the Law 
Society of Upper Canada. Currently I am in a retirement status, 
but hold the position as a Commissioner of Oaths and Affidavits 
in Ontario, Canada. Freelance writing is my deep interest.

I began creative writing as a teenager in my home village, 
with the same drive and impetus that others in the sugar 
plantation district entertained and sustained, with bitter-
sweet colonial sugar in their blood. Often I attempted to 
follow in the footsteps on my brother, Cyril Dabydeen, and 
other writers like Arnold Itwaru and Jan Lowe Shinebourne. 
I have scant memory of my poetry publication in the long-
disappeared local newspaper, Berbice Times, but recall 
winning the People’s Progressive Party (a socially-oriented 
political party) Freedom House Poetry Prize in 1967, under 
the pen name, Leovski Donov. Guyana, in the 1960’s, was 
experiencing a political rumble to mark its independence 
from British rule and the lethargic stain of colonialism. 
Internal racial and political strife were the order of the day.
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Here in Canada, I quickly began to follow up on my creative 
writing skills, but in the earlier stage I contained my work in 
file folders. My immediate pursuit was family re-settlement in 
a new diaspora. My first poem, Not Wanting To Be A Refugee, 
was published in the ethnic newspaper, IndoCaribbean World 
in 1984. And it was not until about two decades later, that 
my prolific poetic inkpad stamped its presence in social 
media. Part of my published poem was posted on the web 
by a freelance photographer, under the title: sway, sway, 
sway, enhanced by a photo pic in a far-away place called 
Bhutan (http://www.treklens.com/gallery/Asia/Philippines/
photo590180.htm). Onward I started to make my poetic 
presence on wedsites like www.helium, com, www.poemhunter.
com, www.poetfreak.com, www.inspirationpeak.com, www.
poet.forfreaks.com, www.poems-and-poetry.com, and www.
arcpoetry.com. In between space and time I participated in 
poetry competitions to include, Crazyhorse and Fiddlehead. 
In 2010 I took part in the T.S. Eliot Poetry Prize (I think this 
prize was won by Nobel Prize Poet Laureate, Derek Walcott). 
In the SouthAsia Online Magazine I claim many book reviews, 
Finding the Mother (http://www.southasiamail.com/news.
php?id=118060), Biography of an Unknown Woman (http://
www.southasiamail.com/news.php?id=118732), Mohandas K. 
Gandhi, Thoughts, Words, Deeds (http://www.southasiamail.
com/news.php?id=101724), in Goodreads, Vignettes of the 
Sea (https://www.goodreads.com/review/show/274642400). 
And there is my WordPress blog: Poems Jogging in the 
Mind (https://ldabydeen.wordpress.com/). And my debut 
book: Watching You, A Collection of Tetractys Poems, Xlibris 
Publication (2012).

Leonard Dabydeen, September 15, 2015
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1.

Searching For You

Eyes

looking

everywhere

beaming sunlight

searching for you deep beyond the shadows.
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2.

New Day

Night

will come

earlier

to make me sleep

because a new day brings light in my life.
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3.

My Dependants

Who

are they

lingering

as attachments

they are just my responsibility.

I wish I could just understand their needs

part of myself

part of them

among

us.
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4.

My Maker

If

you come

to take me

to my maker

do you have to make other people cry?
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5.

Cry

Cry

because

it’s your right

to mark this loss

you are now a witness and shareholder.
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6.

Give Me Hope

I

sometimes

wait for me

to act alone

but the world disagrees to set me free.

I cannot listen to my song alone

no audience

comes to me

without

hope.
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7.

Fear

Fear

keeps me

from sleeping

only prayer

helps to bring me peace in this troubled world.
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8.

Prayer

So

I clasp

my bare hands

and ask of God

whatever I do, I do it with you.
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9.

Innocent

You

are so

innocent

only a child

I do not know what you are thinking of.
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10.

Lord Krishna

You

make love

with your smile

with sweet embrace

you are mother and father, Lord Krishna.
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11.

Time

Time

you have

no patience

please wait for me

I cannot live without following you.
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12.

Holi Celebration

As

full moon

waxed and waned

with fire burning

Prahalad brings time for celebration.
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13.

Forgiveness

Be

a part

of knowing

what you have done

will make your forgiveness more meaningful.
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14.

Night

How

lonely

is the night

grey clouds wander

gathering life’s expectancies like rain.
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15.

Moon

Moon

peeks out

behind clouds

waging soft light

among cattle going home to shelter.
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16.

New Day

I

wanted

to listen

to your heartbeat

as the night wanes to dawn of a new day.
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17.

Local Menu

Eat

saltfish

with ackee

rice in the pot

steaming with coconut milk and spinach.

Good foods don’t come easy when you’re hungry

empty belly

cries out loud

cannot

wait.
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18.

Spring

Let

flowers’

sweet fragrance

perfume your mind

as petals blossom in spring’s radiance.
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19.

When the Train Comes

I

now hear

train whistle

chug-chug rhythm

living by train tracks hooting in my dreams.
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20.

Snow

Cold

winter

flakes falling

from the grey skies

snow spreads a white blanket like falling rain.
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21.

Durga Mata

This

prayer

I bestow

for happiness

Oh Durga Mata you bring peace, peace, peace.
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22.

Lonely Crane
(Toronto construction site)

Dull

waving

at dead cars

statue stone walls

knitted in gridlock with wet concrete slabs.
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23.

Joy to the World

Birds

swinging

on tree tops

so jubilant

their sweet singing voice brings joy to the world.
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24.

They are Dead
(in the Sahara Desert)

Pray

tonight

no more tears

no grief abound

death is about dying in search of hope.

Flesh scavenged lying in the Niger sands

bodies bone dry

no water

their minds

lost!!
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25.

Peace

When

silence

becomes so

tranquil like dreams

enjoy Ganga Mata mantras for peace!!
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26.

Light

Light

so much

immersion

beautiful glow

many colors radiate harmony.
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27.

Lonely as a Star

Dark

tonight

no moonlight

behind the clouds

I sit on this bench lonely as a star.
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28.

Rose Garden

Rose

fragrance

in the air

scented perfume

aroma lingers like an attachment.
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29.

Rising Sun

Sun

rising

this morning

light orange glow

dew drops glittering in the horizon.
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30.

Forgotten Promise

When

your mind

is made up

to break the bond

friendship is like a forgotten promise.



Searching for You 31

31.

Bird

Bird

standing

on rooftop

eyeing the world

why should I care about tomorrow now.



Leonard dabydeen32

32.

Shooting Mike Brown (i)

You

shot him

knowing there

is nothing much

that you want to do better with a gun.



Searching for You 33

33.

Shooting Mike Brown (ii)

You will pay for this even in your dreams

crying each night

shedding tears

without

sobs.



Leonard dabydeen34

34.

Butterfly

Dance

for me

wings of joy

among flowers

you flutter with happiness full of love.



Searching for You 35

35.

Joy

Joy

is not

elusive

it is like dreams

in pursuit by those seeking happiness.



Leonard dabydeen36

36.

Vasant Navratri

Bring

flowers

let fragrance

perfume your mind

as petals blossom in sun’s radiance.



Searching for You 37

37.

You

You

want me

to stay cool

to be quiet

but the shouting in my head cannot stop.



Leonard dabydeen38

38.

Friendship

Each

moment

standing here

being with you

brings me closer to a wish coming true.



Searching for You 39

39.

Woman
(International Women’s Day)

You

have rights

like them, too

they cannot see

how Time has ways of presenting the truth.



Leonard dabydeen40

40.

Memory

My

journey

over seas

oceans and land

archived the wrath I bear in tears abound.



Searching for You 41

41.

Migrants

Just

migrants

in a world

full of migrants

they know the boardwalk escape to freedom.



Leonard dabydeen42

42.

The Kabaka

We

saw light

in the eyes

of a dark face

and glimpse of hope that shattered fervent dreams.



Searching for You 43

43.

Malala
(Nobel Prize for Peace)

You

call her

Malala

more than a name

an inspiration for girls everywhere.



Leonard dabydeen44

44.

I’ll Be There

Come

what may

I will be

standing by you

as you move forward and let your light shine.



Searching for You 45

45.

Self

When

the heart

is troubled

the mind becomes

like a caged bird chirping in agony.



Leonard dabydeen46

46.

A New Day

Birds

chirping

gleefully

dancing on trees

they herald a new day with happiness.



Searching for You 47

47.

Laxmi Mata

Her

spirit

commanding

enigmatic

she showers blessings to my world with love.



Leonard dabydeen48

48.

Sundar Kand

So

selfless

so poignant

adventurous

Sundar leaps over oceans for Sita.



Searching for You 49

49.

Sea

Now

the sea

beckons me

from the boardwalk

I watch waves rushing to shore quietly.



Leonard dabydeen50

50.

She Brings Light

She

brings light

in our hearts

with endless joy

Mother Durga offers us her blessings.



Searching for You 51

51.

Beach Comber (i)

Set

my feet

on beach sand

feel the wetness

I watch the Atlantic in tidal waves.



Leonard dabydeen52

52.

Beach Comber (ii)

Shrimp

catcher

casting net

in coming tide

I feel the seined salted sea in my bones.



Searching for You 53

53.

Beach Comber (iii)

Drink

water

coconut

under the tree

I quench my thirst from the heating sunrise.



Leonard dabydeen54

54.

Beach Combers (iv)

Watch

the crabs

creeping out

from sandy holes

I open my satchel to collect them.



Searching for You 55

55.

Cross My Fingers

Make

a cross

with fingers

let pulsation

feels like a throb of a heartbeat in you.



Leonard dabydeen56

56.

Nirbhaya (i)

Light

candle

let your lamp

brighten our hope

to douse the heat of this abhorrent crime.



Searching for You 57

57.

Nirbhaya (ii)

One

bus ride

final trip

horrifying

this heinous act must not happen again.

Freedom from this shameful act is our cry

justice our call

show respect

honour

us.



Leonard dabydeen58

58.

Silent Night

Night

silent

like a mouse

not a whisper

the furnace even refuses to budge.



Searching for You 59

59.

Dreams

Eyes

closed tight

for the night

unlocking dreams

shadows playing in the rain while you sleep.



Leonard dabydeen60

60.

Flight QZ8501

One

more flight

disappears

lost in thin air

en route Surabaya to Singapore.



Searching for You 61

61.

Pollution

Swirl

In gyres

In oceans

floating in heaps

All plastic pollutes our environment.



Leonard dabydeen62

62.

Snowflakes

Snow

rains down

from the sky

blanketing the earth

snowflakes cover vehicles and driveways.



Searching for You 63

63.

My Watch

On

my watch

snowflakes dance

this cold morning

sunshine pretends to keep melting the snow.



Leonard dabydeen64

64.

Fall Season

Trees

mutate

leaves changing

branches are same

bed of fallen leaves laying on the ground.



Searching for You 65

65.

Snowfall

Cold

blowing

freezing wind

snowfall is here

blistering snowflakes sprinkle from the sky.



Leonard dabydeen66

66.

Migrants on the Move

Eat

just once

everyday

when there is food

this morsel they eat now may be their last.



Searching for You 67

67.

Refugee Camp

They

desire

to go home

to their lost world

here their uncertainty is like a dream.



Leonard dabydeen68

68.

Ambiguity

See

our world

blasting guns

and call for peace

when all is dead there will be no one left.



Searching for You 69

69.

Truth is not a Lie

Truth

is hard

like a rock

it needs pounding

to recognize when it is not a lie.



Leonard dabydeen70

70.

Hell

I

cannot

predict hell

among rubbles

there is no heaven on earth to look at.



Searching for You 71

71.

Refugee Plight

Plight

at sea

refugees

see the water

like a gaping monster swallowing them.



Leonard dabydeen72

72.

Boat People

Light

of day

has no place

in the dark sea

time and distance are beyond direction.



Searching for You 73

73.

Self-love

How

I see

all of me

looking at you

my self-love is yearning for expression.



Leonard dabydeen74

74.

My Ancestors

From

where my

ancestors

travelled by ship

the promise was broken at the bow line.



Searching for You 75

75.

Look at Me

More

vivid

from within

is the outside

the pigmentation is from my cradle.



Leonard dabydeen76

76.

Freedom

I

always

wanted to

seek my freedom

but this freedom is so very priceless.



Searching for You 77

77.

My Status

My

Indian

ancestry

has no reveal

my status is like a blunted arrow.



Leonard dabydeen78

78.

Mosquitoes

Brush

night- fly

mosquitoes

drinking my blood

they sting like needles for my DNA.



Searching for You 79

79.

Hiker

I

watch birds

spread their wings

over seashore

fish catchers feasting a meal on my watch.



Leonard dabydeen80

80.

Backyard

My

backyard

is ravine

and a train rack

where rumbling train carriages go someplace.



Searching for You 81

81.

Home

Rocks

and stones

heap up high

to the roof tops

there must be a better place we call home.



Leonard dabydeen82

82.

Wind

Wind

blowing

with fury

and raging mad

wind gets angry with those who pollute earth.



Searching for You 83

83.

Sleep

Sleep

this night

without tears

let pain inside

subside with every heartbeat while eyes closed.



Leonard dabydeen84

84.

The Consoler

He

brings me

on this rock

to bare witness

I am consoler for changing this world.



Searching for You 85

85.

Ambassador

Bare

witness

to my dreams

as I take flight

you will always be my ambassador.



Leonard dabydeen86

86.

Wishes

Who

are you

looking at

do I know you

if wishes were my eyes, you will be mine.



Searching for You 87

87.

Full Moon

Watch

full moon

in the park

in North London

everywhere shadows silhouette the moon.



Leonard dabydeen88

88.

Each Man’s Struggle

There

always

will be hope

like calcined dreams

each man’s struggle is another man’s hope.



Searching for You 89

89.

Fight Your Way

Fight

your way

to freedom

like Gandhiji

make no prison wall block your hopes and dreams.



Leonard dabydeen90

90.

Hope

Put

your heart

and your mind

to rest in peace

flowers will bloom again after the storm.



Searching for You 91

91.

Children

When

I hear

children cry

in night’s darkness

their mothers keep vigil till morning comes.



Leonard dabydeen92

92.

Change Will Come

For

every

thought process

that I evoke

I cling to life with hopes that I will change.

Knowing that time does not host forgiveness

I garland dreams

in the night

you will,

too.



Searching for You 93

93.

Life

Life

takes on

new meaning

every new day

life is a palette with shades of colour.



Leonard dabydeen94

94.

Growing Old

It

is not

growing old

that matters now

circumstances made my timeline this way.



Searching for You 95

95.

Let Us Pray

Now

that we

bow our heads

and clasp our hands

we evoke the spirit of Lord Shiva.



Leonard dabydeen96

96.

Pythagorean

Shapes

symbols

triangles

spheres, and cosmos

Pythagorean’s scented potpourri.



Searching for You 97

97.

Our Lives

So

much to

you can talk

about our lives

history leaves us with no tomorrow.



Leonard dabydeen98

98.

Watching Java Sea (Flight 8501)

Brace

yourself

muster strength

to carry on

light a torch of hope, and pray for them all.



Searching for You 99

99.

Sun

Sun

rises

from the East

glowing like gold

flowers glow at the sight of birds and bees.



Leonard dabydeen100

100.

Do Not Lie

Some

bad things

could happen

to good people

If they lie before sleeping in the night.



Searching for You 101

101.

Air you Breathe

Fresh

clean air

refreshing

purifying

the air you breathe must bring longer lifespan.



Leonard dabydeen102

102.

Stormy Night

Night

of storm

golf ball hails

night of horror

Ontario cannot make sleep tonight.



Searching for You 103

103.

Climate Change

Let

us make

climate change

priority

never to remain like soot forever.



Leonard dabydeen104

104.

A New Day

Sun

beams through

my window

refreshing light

bringing joy in my heart for a new day.



Searching for You 105

105.

The Moon Comes Peering

Night

leaves me

in the dark

waiting alone

and the moon comes peering through my window.



Leonard dabydeen106

106.

Time

Clock

hanging

on the wall

round like a moon

it minds no one’s business but it’s own.



Searching for You 107

107.

Move Forward

Move

forward

let it be

without turning

never look back at what may slow you down.



Leonard dabydeen108

108.

The Eye is a Gateway

I

become

a poet

not by desire

inside of me the eye is a gateway.

I may not be Wordsworth, or Eliot

but sure I am

like a flame

burning

hot.



Searching for You 109

109.

Happiness

You

cannot

pay a price

for this feeling

happiness is more than virtue inside.



Leonard dabydeen110

110.

Peaceful Heart

When

your heart

is at peace

joy overcomes

all trials and emotional distress.



Searching for You 111

111.

Just Keep Smiling

Wrap

your smile

with pure love

share it with joy

every other face will smile with you, too.



Leonard dabydeen112

112.

Anger

We

are all

so human

we let anger

beat our hearts to shreds without a full stop.



Searching for You 113

113.

Fire in Your Mind

What

makes you

so happy

and turns you on

is the fire in your mind blazing success?



Leonard dabydeen114

114.

Hide and Seek

Hide

and seek

finding all

you hide from us

tomorrow may be your last day to hide.



Searching for You 115

115.

Om Namah Shivaya

Om . . .

hunger

burns inside

aching the mind

fill my stomach Om Namah Shivaya.



Leonard dabydeen116

116.

Dreams till the End of Time

I

begin

to make dreams

with you alone

I hope these will last till the end of time.



Searching for You 117

117.

Dreamer Inside Me

Sleep

brings me

the dreamer

inside of me

I see other worlds of light and darkness.



Leonard dabydeen118

118.

The Unwanted

They

become

unwanted

shunned and shoved out

they have no border or country to cross.



Searching for You 119

119.

Seeking Shelter

You

deny

them a place

to call their own

they seek refuge from burning flame at home.



Leonard dabydeen120

120.

Anthology

Heard

voices

from the sky

like falling rain

poetry dances where oceans kiss shores.



Searching for You 121

121.

Wherever the Unknown Speaks

Search

for me

wherever

the unknown speaks

you will find us together day and night.



Leonard dabydeen122

122.

Trick or True

If

only

I could tell

this wide, wide world

truth does play sly tricks on the things I do.



Searching for You 123

123.

Drowning in the Med Sea

Dead

but not

forgotten

this massacre

bitter tears will now flow like ocean waves.



Leonard dabydeen124

124.

Judge and Jury

You

be judge

and jury

you must decide

you will be held accountable at last.



Searching for You 125

125.

Before I Sleep

Bells

ringing

in my ear

before I sleep

I hear a migrant shouting in the sea.





Fibonacci Poems
(1+1+2+3+5+8 . . . = 20)





Searching for You 129

126.

Searching for You

I

look

for you

everywhere

no distance behind

searching for you is my life dream.



Leonard dabydeen130

127.

A Pedestal Ride

You

give

me strength

bring new hope

you lift me up high

then put me to ride the blue sky.



Searching for You 131

128.

New Born Child

From

deep

inside

mother’s womb

a new-born child yields

she begins to cry at our world.



Leonard dabydeen132

129.

Pursuit

You

are

like wind

wafting fire

burning deep desire

I must continue this pursuit.



Searching for You 133

130.

Desire

What

in

the world

do you need

that I must give you

that will satiate your desire.



Leonard dabydeen134

131.

Stock Market

Now

stock

market

keeps plunging

into an abyss

a dark, ominous time coming.

Now the well is dry and empty

gas prices diving

cars parking

at the

gas

pump.



Searching for You 135

132.

Bhajan Prayers

Her

voice

is sweet

melody

listen carefully

she is singing bhajan prayers.



Leonard dabydeen136

133.

Of Fire and Deception

Man

likes

to brag

so selfish

so conceited, too

nothing but fire and deception.



Searching for You 137

134.

Flowers

Bring

me

flowers

roses red

bright bougainvillea

let the fragrance thrill my nostrils.



Leonard dabydeen138

135.

My Lawn

Lawn

grass

is green

blades are long

bending like a bow

time to mow lawn before it rains.



Searching for You 139

136.

Thank You

You

do

listen

to our woes

and our basic wants

sometimes we never say, Thank You.



Leonard dabydeen140

137.

Statue of Liberty

Moon

light

so bright

makes shadows

moving in mystery

Statue of Liberty is firm.



Searching for You 141

138.

My Excitement

Some

days

I feel

like screaming

with sheer excitement

birds come singing on my patio.



Leonard dabydeen142

139.

Just Who We Are

I

must

admit

each of us

exhibits madness

when we are in state of anger.



Searching for You 143

140.

So Much of Life

So

much

of life

is made up

of how we gather

all the things we do together.



Leonard dabydeen144

141.

Words of My Poem

I

need

to write

as quickly

as my memory

reveals the words of my poem.



Searching for You 145

142.

Beauty in the Heart

So

much

beauty

in the heart

as it palpitates

each throb echoes with happiness.



Leonard dabydeen146

143.

Botany of Life

Let

me

take you

where flowers

bloom in abundance

it is the botany of life.



Searching for You 147

144.

Visitor

When

you

decide

to visit

do me a favour

please come with stomach half- empty.



Leonard dabydeen148

145.

Sleeping in Rubble (Gaza War)

Last

year

a war

made ruins

of the home I know

now I am sleeping in rubble.



Searching for You 149

146.

Hindu Woman

She

makes

prayer

with deities

clasping painted hands

she hums a song with devotion.

Her heart beating triumphantly

drumbeat music sweet

making tune

inside

her

mind.



Leonard dabydeen150

147.

Bitter Cold

I

hold

this freeze

of winter

in my open arms;

I feel bitter cold inside me.

My blood responds with fiery warmth:

flows from Holy grail -

melt this cold

inside,

I

pray.



Searching for You 151

148.

Snow Flakes

Snow

flakes

falling

late at night

without a whisper

unconcerned you are feeling cold.

Your driveway will be blanketed

with flurries of snow

act of God

Heaven

help

us.



Leonard dabydeen152

149.

Being Together

Share

this

moment

just with me

as you read my words

let not your voice whisper a sound.

In silence you are inviting

only for me now

sweet refrain

always

brings

joy.



Searching for You 153

150.

Tsunami Passage

Dark

clouds

shadow

their absence

we now remember

time cannot heal the wound so deep.

Many tear drops have fallen too

and many stories

we cannot

believe

our

ears.



Leonard dabydeen154

151.

Earth Day

I

am

happy

looking at

the full moon glowing

to brighten dark corners on earth.

Man must show nature reverence

being part of it

belonging

right here

on

earth.



Searching for You 155

152.

A Little Sunshine

Bring

me

flowers

to brighten

my morning sickness

I shall be your angel always.

Roses bloom in this spring sunshine

bringing endless joy

with your voice

lilting

like

birds.



Leonard dabydeen156

153.

Fear is the Key

There

is

sadness

among us

when we fear to tell

the whole truth and nothing to lie.

In the eyes of the guilty one

their is evidence

wrong is done

without

much

thought.



Searching for You 157

154.

Going Forward

I

mind

as if

yesterday

was long forgotten

now the stake is in the future.



Leonard dabydeen158

155.

Companionship

My

night

has come

to relieve

the day left behind

I enjoyed your being with me.



Searching for You 159

156.

A New Born Child

She

knows

the pain

and the tears

you hear scream alone

and let pulsation break silence.

A little child hangs by its feet

crying out aloud

mother smiles

new pain

of

joy.



Leonard dabydeen160

157.

Gender

What

now

gender

does matter

name irrelevant

sexual orientation.



Searching for You 161

158.

Dreams

Dreams

hide

where moon

takes respite

in the galaxies

serpentine in its hiding place.



Leonard dabydeen162

159.

Growing Up in Canje

Born

there

grew up

in mud-flat

rural countryside

chew sugarcane inside black punt.

Sit on a bench with cane cutters

playing dominoes

drinking beer

watching

their

game.



Searching for You 163

160.

Adelphi- Poor Hall

Cake

shop

selling

mauby drink

with fried fish and bread

cane cutters drink beers, play card games.



Leonard dabydeen164

161.

Rose

Rose

so

lovely

petals make

fibonacci count

like a Holy grail of Nature.



Searching for You 165

162.

Mural of My Mind

Shape

of

my dream

no longer

an amorphous sleep

it is a mural of my mind.

My hand akimbo is a prop

holding my forehead

keeping me

steady

in

sleep.



Leonard dabydeen166

163.

In The Dark

Here

in

the dark

I become

a lone prisoner

I watch my shadow like a friend.



Searching for You 167

164.

Moving On

When

life

becomes

bitter sweet

without pleasantries

let some sunshine into your life.

Let fresh wind blow and glow of sun

refresh your body

be yourself

shining

like

stars.



Leonard dabydeen168

165.

Inevitable

You

have

to die

in this world

let Him help you out

by making this journey pleasant.

Come to Him the way you were born

nothing else matters

trust in Him

you will

be

saved.



Searching for You 169

166.

Your Touch

Come

play

with me

before I

go to bed tonight.

Your touch brings hope to all my dreams.



Leonard dabydeen170

167.

Nature’s Bounty

In

me

I find

a charming

flora and fauna

words whisper through a gorge of love.

Where a stream flows from mountain top

I hear an echo

punctuate

without

full

stop.



Searching for You 171

168.

Thinking of You

You

have

given

me much food

to feed my good thought

only not to abandon you.

You hold me tightly in a reign

to keep me steadfast

making me

thinking

of

you.



Leonard dabydeen172

169.

The Sea

Two

friends

sitting

on the shore

as if they belong

to shimmering waves of the sea.

Evening covers the face of day

abandoning all

until night

makes peace

with

day.



Searching for You 173

170.

Your Dream

You

hold

no grudge

in a dream

not even a shame

your sleep is innocent as night.



Leonard dabydeen174

171.

Moonlight

Moon

bright

silent

full blossom

nature attraction

such beauty is beyond our scope.



Searching for You 175

172.

Being Together

Share

this

moment

just with me

as you read my words

let not your voice whisper a sound.

In silence you are inviting

only for me now

sweet refrain

always

brings

joy.



Leonard dabydeen176

173.

Dark Night

Where

night

is dark

and the moon

is hidden by clouds

I flash light to beam my journey.



Searching for You 177

174.

Destination

Each

step

I take

on this road

is one step closer

towards my ultimate life-goal.



Leonard dabydeen178

175.

Follow My Shadow

When

this

journey

is over

follow my shadow

but do not step on my tired toes.



Searching for You 179

176.

A Champion
(Sprinter: Usain Bolt)

He

runs

like bolt

true to name

so much lightning speed

he brings proud name to his country.



Leonard dabydeen180

177.

On a Mission

I

hear

the sound

in my room

airplane in swift flight

on a mission set in a dream.



Searching for You 181

178.

Let Me Be

I

clasp

my hands

in prayer

asking forgiveness

for wrong things I have done to You.

You have given me the freedom

to roam without pause

leaving me

alone

for

now.



Leonard dabydeen182

179.

Do Not Feel Shame

Do

not

feel shame

who you are,

for who you become

makes a difference tomorrow.

Light on your black skin brings pleasure,

erase any lies

of weakness

about

you

us.



Searching for You 183

180.

A Prisoner Myself

Here

in

the dark

I become

a prisoner myself

trapped in emptiness of my dreams.



Leonard dabydeen184

181.

Sunshine

I

wake

watching

the sunshine

glowing in bright hues

tints of orange, yellow, and gold.



Searching for You 185

182.

Daughter

She

walks

the street

innocent

with heart like angel

they defile her violently.



Leonard dabydeen186

183.

Night

Night

brings

sudden

memories

imagination

lights up candles in the dark mind.



Searching for You 187

184.

Fall Season

Fall

comes

again

with cool wind

leaves changing colours

skyline will never be the same.



Leonard dabydeen188

185.

Your Voice

Your

voice

echoes

like the wind

so melodious

my heart skips a beat joyfully.
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186.

Drowning in the Sea

I

hear

their cries

without tears

the sea is waving

waves cannot feel refugee pain.

Refugees drowning in the night

people are dying

in dead sea

they have

lost

hope.
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187.

Lord Krishna’s Echo
(In the Bhagavad Gita, Chapter 4, Verse 7:

“. . . wherever faith is under attack in this world,

I will re-appear to protect those who are devoted

to me and to re-establish faith and order.”)

(i)

Take

that

evil

from my mind

free my heart and soul

let there be light in my dark world.
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(ii)

I

chant

your name

seek blessings

like flowers blooming

in a garden with trees of thorns.

(iii)

How

dark

our mind

is shadowed

by evil in us

remove this evil Lord Krishna.
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(iv)

Let

us

use wind

as it blows

to adjust our sails

we will know how to get to Him.

(v)

We

live

this Age

in darkness

in Kali Yuga

free us from evil, Lord Krishna.
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188.

On a Turkish Beach

(i)

She

did

cry out

in the sea

water swallowed tears

her husband did not see her eyes.

(ii)

She

kept

their heads

high above

the turbulent waves

yet they drowned without a goodbye.
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189.

Child Hunger

Child

in

my arms

cannot cry

tears flow from inside

she brings no burden of hunger.
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190.

Our Long Walk
(Syrian Refugees)

Where

we

go now

with tired feet

and sweat from our brows

our journey is without end game.
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191.

Time

When

you

can show

that you get

better without fuss

Time will always be on your side.
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192.

Math & Poetry

Play

with

numbers

calculate

cost of living here

read poetry to calm the mind.
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193.

Mad, Mad World

Too

much

to drink

I am drunk

intoxicated

so much so like this mad, mad world.
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194.

Flower Garden

Garden of beautiful flowers

like smiling toddlers

bright sunshine

soft clouds

are

still.
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195.

Islanders

We

still

make talk

of British

colonizing us

still erasing slavery stain.
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196.

Astrologer

If

I

listen

to the Fool

and shadow the Moon

I will go this journey slowly.
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197.

Sacred Jar  
(Silvia Plath: 1932-1963)

No

more

of this

tirade dance

this is the death wish

you have broken the sacred jar.
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198.

Long is the Walk
(Refugees-from Hungary to Germany)

For

days

and nights

tiring feet

keep marching onwards

long is the walk to a new dawn.
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199.

Images

There

are

images

in my dreams

I follow shadows

each step I take keeps me awake.
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200.

Rain is Coming

Grey

clouds

make sign

hinting rain

keep watch on the sky

lightning and thunder make music.
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